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ABSTRACT

Motivation: A new protocol for sequencing the messenger RNA in a cell, known as RNA-Seq, generates millions of short sequence fragments in a single run. These fragments, or ‘reads’, can be used to measure levels of gene expression and to identify novel splice variants of genes. However, current software for aligning RNA-Seq data to a genome relies on known splice junctions and cannot identify novel ones. TopHat is an efficient read-mapping algorithm designed to align reads from an RNA-Seq experiment to a reference genome without relying on known splice sites.

Results: We mapped the RNA-Seq reads from a recent mammalian RNA-Seq experiment and recovered more than 72% of the splice junctions reported by the annotation-based software from that study, along with nearly 20,000 previously unreported junctions. The TopHat pipeline is much faster than previous systems, mapping nearly 2.2 million reads per CPU hour, which is sufficient to process an entire RNA-Seq experiment in less than a day on a standard desktop computer. We describe several challenges unique to ab initio splice site discovery from RNA-Seq reads that will require further algorithm development.

Availability: TopHat is free, open-source software available from http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu
Contact: cole@cs.umd.edu
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 INTRODUCTION

For many years, the standard method for determining the sequence of transcribed genes has been to capture and sequence messenger RNA using expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (Adams et al., 1993) or full-length complementary DNA (cDNA) sequences using conventional Sanger sequencing technology. Recently a new experimental method, RNA-Seq, has emerged that has a number of advantages over conventional EST sequencing: it uses next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies that can sample the transcriptome. Mapping to the genome achieves two major objectives of RNA-Seq experiments:

(1) Identification of novel transcripts from the locations of regions covered in the mapping.
(2) Estimation of the abundance of the transcripts from their depth of coverage in the mapping.

Because RNA-Seq reads are short, the first task is challenging. Current mapping strategies (e.g. Cloonan et al., 2008; Marioni et al., 2008; Mortazavi et al., 2008; Sultan et al., 2008) include alignment procedures designed to localize Illumina or SOLID reads to known exons in the genome. However, whenever an RNA-Seq read spans an exon boundary, part of the read will not map contiguously to the reference, which causes the mapping procedure to fail for that read. The studies cited above solve this problem by concatenating known adjacent exons and then creating synthetic sequence fragments from these spliced transcripts. Reads that do not align to the genome but that map to these synthetic fragments represent evidence for splice junctions between known exons.

We can detect splice sites ab initio by identifying reads that span exon junctions, but this strategy presents a number of computational challenges, especially with short read lengths. For rarely transcribed genes, many splice junctions may be spanned by very few reads. Therefore, a splice junction mapping algorithm must be able to identify reads that may have only a few bases on one side of a junction, or else that junction will be missed. Improvements in read length will not completely resolve this problem. However, failing to look for novel junctions at a genome-wide scale wastes much of the potential of RNA-Seq for capturing and describing the transcriptome of a human cell (or other species).

One recent method for ab initio junction mapping relies on a machine learning strategy to identify junctions. QPALMA (De Bona et al., 2008) trains a support vector machine-like algorithm using known splice junctions from the genome of interest.
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While the QPALMA pipeline has organizational similarities to TopHat, there are major differences. First, QPALMA uses a training step that requires a set of known junctions from the reference genome. Second, the QPALMA pipeline’s initial mapping phase uses Vmatch (Abouellhoda et al., 2004), a general-purpose suffix array-based alignment program. Vmatch is a flexible, fast aligner, but because it is not designed to map short reads on machines with small main memories, it is substantially slower than other specialized short-read mappers. De Bono et al. report that Vmatch maps reads at around 644-400 reads per CPU hour against the 120 Mbp Arabidopsis thaliana genome. QPALMA’s runtime appears to be dominated by its splice site scoring algorithm; its authors estimate that mapping 71 million RNA-Seq reads to A. thaliana would take 400 CPU hours, which is \(~180,000\) reads per CPU hour. In this article, we describe TopHat, a software package that identifies splice sites \textit{ab initio} by large-scale mapping of RNA-Seq reads. TopHat maps reads to splice sites in a mammalian genome at a rate of \(~2.2\) million reads per CPU hour. Rather than filtering out possible splice sites with a scoring scheme, TopHat aligns all sites, relying on an efficient 2-bit-per-base encoding and a data layout that effectively uses the cache on modern processors. This strategy works well in practice because TopHat first maps non-junction reads (those contained within exons) using Bowtie (http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net), an ultra-fast short-read mapping program (Langmead et al., 2009). Bowtie indexes the reference genome using a technique borrowed from data-compression, the Burrows–Wheeler transform (Burrows and Wheeler, 1994; Ferragina and Manzini, 2001). This memory-efficient data structure allows Bowtie to scan reads against a mammalian genome using around 2 GB of memory (within what is commonly available on a standard desktop computer). Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of TopHat.

**Fig. 1.** The TopHat pipeline. RNA-Seq reads are mapped against the whole reference genome, and those reads that do not map are set aside. An initial consensus of mapped regions is computed by Maq. Sequences flanking potential donor/acceptor splice sites within neighboring regions are joined to form potential splice junctions. The IUM reads are indexed and aligned to these splice junction sequences.

![TopHat pipeline](image)

2 METHODS

TopHat finds junctions by mapping reads to the reference in two phases. In the first phase, the pipeline maps all reads to the reference genome using Bowtie. All reads that do not map to the genome are set aside as ‘initially unmapped reads’, or IUM reads. Bowtie reports, for each read, one or more alignment containing no more than a few mismatches (two, by default) in the 5’-most s bases of the read. The remaining portion of the read on the 3’ end may have additional mismatches, provided that the Phred-quality-weighted Hamming distance is less than a specified threshold (70 by default). This policy is based on the empirical observation that the 5’ end of a read contains fewer sequencing errors than the 3’ end (Hillier et al., 2008). TopHat allows Bowtie to report more than one alignment for a read (default = 10), and suppresses all alignments for reads that have more than this number. This policy allows so-called ‘multireads’ from genes with multiple copies to be reported, but excludes alignments to low-complexity sequence, to which failed reads often align. Low-complexity reads are not included in the set of IUM reads; they are simply discarded.

TopHat then assembles the mapped reads using the assembly module in Maq (Li et al., 2008). TopHat extracts the sequences for the resulting islands of contiguous sequence from the sparse consensus, inferring them to be putative exons. To generate the island sequences, TopHat invokes the Maq `assemble` subcommand (with the `-a` flag) which produces a compact consensus file containing called bases for the corresponding reference bases. The consensus may include incorrect base calls due to sequencing errors in low-coverage regions, such islands may be a ‘pseudoconsensus’: for any low-coverage or low-quality positions, TopHat uses the reference genome to call the base. Because most reads covering the ends of exons will also span splice junctions, the ends of exons in the pseudoconsensus will initially be covered by few reads, and as a result, an exon’s pseudoconsensus will likely include a missing small amount of sequence on each end. In order to capture this sequence along with donor and acceptor sites from flanking introns, TopHat includes a small amount of flanking sequence from the reference on both sides of each island (default = \textasciitilde 45 bp).

Because genes transcribed at low levels will be sequenced at low coverage, the exons in these genes may have gaps. TopHat has a parameter that controls when two distinct but nearby exons should be merged into a single exon. This parameter defines the length of the longest allowable coverage gap in a single island. Because introns shorter than 70 bp are rare in mammalian genomes such as mouse (Pozzoli et al., 2007), any value less than 70 bp for this parameter is reasonable. To be conservative, the TopHat default is 6 bp.

To map reads to splice junctions, TopHat first enumerates all canonical donor and acceptor sites within the island sequences (as well as their reverse complements). Next, it considers all pairings of these sites that could form canonical (GT-AG) introns between neighboring (but not necessarily adjacent) islands. Each possible intron is checked against the IUM reads for reads that span the splice junction, as described below. By default, TopHat only examines potential introns longer than 70 bp and shorter than 20,000 bp, but these default minimum and maximum intron lengths can be adjusted by the user. These values describe the vast majority of known eukaryotic introns. For example, more than 93% of mouse introns in the UCSC known gene set fall within this range. However, users willing to make a small sacrifice in sensitivity will see substantially lower running time by reducing the maximum intron length. To improve running times and avoid reporting false positives, the program excludes donor–acceptor pairs that fall entirely within a single island, unless the island is very deeply sequenced. An example of a ‘single island’ junction is illustrated in Figure 2. The gene shown has two alternate transcripts, one of which has an intron that coincides with the
TopHat

Fig. 2. An intron entirely overlapped by the 5'-UTR of another transcript. Both isoforms are present in the brain tissue RNA sample. The top track is the normalized uniquely mappable read coverage reported by ERANGE for this region (Mortazavi et al., 2008). The lack of a large coverage gap causes TopHat to report a single island containing both exons. TopHat looks for introns within single islands in order to detect this junction.

UTR of the other transcript. The figure shows the normalized coverage of the intron and its flanking exons by uniquely mappable reads as reported by Mortazavi et al. Both transcripts are clearly present in the RNA-Seq sample, and TopHat reports the entire region as a single island. In order to detect such junctions without sacrificing performance and specificity, TopHat looks for introns within islands that are deeply sequenced. During the island extraction phase of the pipeline, the algorithm computes the following statistic for each island spanning coordinates \( i \) to \( j \) in the map:

\[
D_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{m=i}^{j} d_m}{\sum_{m=j+1}^{n} d_m} \tag{1}
\]

where \( d_m \) is the depth of coverage at coordinate \( m \) in the Bowtie map, and \( n \) is the length of the reference genome. When scaled to range \([0, 1000]\), this value represents the normalized depth of coverage for an island. We observed that single-island junctions tend to fall within islands with high \( D \) (data not shown). TopHat thus looks for junctions contained in islands with \( D \geq 300 \), though this parameter can be changed by the user. A high \( D \) value will prevent TopHat from looking for junctions within single islands, which will improve running time. A low \( D \) value will force TopHat to look within many islands, slowing the pipeline, but potentially finding more junctions.

For each splice junction, TopHat searches the IUM reads in order to find reads that span junctions using a seed-and-extend strategy. The pipeline indexes the IUM reads using a simple lookup table to amortize the cost of searching for a spliced alignment over many reads. As illustrated in Figure 3, TopHat finds any reads that span splice junctions by at least \( k \) bases on each side (where \( k = 5 \) bp by default), so the table is keyed by 2\( k \)-mers, where each 2\( k \)-mer is associated with reads that contain that 2\( k \)-mer. For each read, the table contains \( (s - 2k + 1) \) entries corresponding to possible positions where a splice may fall within a read, where \( s \) is the length of the high-quality region on the 5' end (default = 28 bp). Users with longer reads may wish to increase \( s \) to improve sensitivity. Lowering \( s \) will improve running time, but may reduce sensitivity. Increasing \( k \) will improve running time, but may limit TopHat to finding junctions only in highly expressed (and thus deeply covered) genes. Reducing \( k \) will dramatically increase running time, and while sensitivity will improve, the program may report more false positives. Next TopHat takes each possible splice junction and makes a 2\( k \)-mer ‘seed’ for it by concatenating the \( k \) bases downstream of the acceptor to the \( k \) bases upstream of the donor. The IUM read index is then queried with this 2\( k \)-mer to find all reads which contain the seed. This exact 2\( k \)-mer match is extended to find all reads that span the splice junction. To extend the exact match for the seed region, TopHat aligns the portions of the read to the left and right of the seed with the left island and right island, respectively, allowing a user-specified number of mismatches. Because reads typically contain low-quality base calls on their 3' ends, TopHat only examines the first 28 bp on the 5' end of each read by default.
An example of TopHat's ability to detect junctions even in genes with moderate and high levels of transcription. The authors characterize 15.0 and 25.0 as RPKM, a measure of transcription activity. The EMBL-EBI Alternative Splicing Transcript Database (ASTD) contains 1295 transcripts from mouse chromosome 7. These were generated by the short-read simulator from Maq. The simulator computes an empirical distribution of read quality scores and uses these to generate sequencing errors in the reads it produces. We trained the simulator using the reads from the Mortazavi et al. study, so the sequencing error profile on simulated reads should be similar to the real reads. We generated simulated sequence from the ASTD transcripts, which contained 9879 splice junctions, at 1-, 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-fold coverage. TopHat's junction predictions at each coverage level are summarized in Table 1. TopHat reported 108 674 splice junctions in genes with positive RPKM, and 37 675 junctions in genes with RPKM \( \geq 15.0 \). TopHat reported 81.9% of the ERANGE junctions in genes above 15.0 RPKM, and 37 675 junctions in genes with RPKM \( \geq 15.0 \). To assess TopHat's ability to identify true junctions without reporting false positives, we simulated the results of Illumina short-read sequencing of alternatively spliced genes at several depths. The EMBL-EBI Alternative Splicing Transcript Database (ASTD) (Le Texier et al., 2006) contains 1295 transcripts from mouse chromosome 7. These were generated by the short-read simulator from Maq. The simulator computes an empirical distribution of read quality scores and uses these to generate sequencing errors in the reads it produces. We trained the simulator using the reads from the Mortazavi et al. study, so the sequencing error profile on simulated reads should be similar to the real reads. We generated simulated sequence from the ASTD transcripts, which contained 9879 splice junctions, at 1-, 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-fold coverage. TopHat's junction predictions at each coverage level are summarized in Table 1. TopHat detected several thousand known splice junctions that ERANGE excluded, presumably during its multiread ‘rescue’ phase, where it randomly assigns each spliced multiread to matched genes according to their relative expression levels. Of the 104 711 junctions reported by TopHat, 84 988 are listed among the UCSC gene models for \( M. \text{musculus} \), or 81.1%. The remaining 19 722 may represent novel junctions.

To assess TopHat’s ability to identify true junctions without reporting false positives, we simulated the results of Illumina short-read sequencing of alternatively spliced genes at several depths. The EMBL-EBI Alternative Splicing Transcript Database (ASTD) (Le Texier et al., 2006) contains 1295 transcripts from mouse chromosome 7. These were generated by the short-read simulator from Maq. The simulator computes an empirical distribution of read quality scores and uses these to generate sequencing errors in the reads it produces. We trained the simulator using the reads from the Mortazavi et al. study, so the sequencing error profile on simulated reads should be similar to the real reads. We generated simulated sequence from the ASTD transcripts, which contained 9879 splice junctions, at 1-, 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-fold coverage. TopHat’s junction predictions at each coverage level are summarized in Table 1. TopHat detected several thousand known splice junctions that ERANGE excluded, presumably during its multiread ‘rescue’ phase, where it randomly assigns each spliced multiread to matched genes according to their relative expression levels. Of the 104 711 junctions reported by TopHat, 84 988 are listed among the UCSC gene models for \( M. \text{musculus} \), or 81.1%. The remaining 19 722 may represent novel junctions.

For each gene, ERANGE reports the number of mapped reads per kilobase of exon per million mapped reads (RPKM), a measure of transcription activity. The authors characterize 15.0 and 25.0 as moderate and high levels of transcription, respectively. ERANGE reported 108 674 splice junctions in genes with positive RPKM, and 37 675 junctions in genes with RPKM \( \geq 15.0 \). TopHat reported 81.9% of the ERANGE junctions in genes above 15.0 RPKM, and 72.2% of all ERANGE junctions. Figure 4 shows how TopHat’s sensitivity in detecting junctions varies with the RPKM of the genes. An example of TopHat’s ability to detect junctions even in genes with very low RPKM is illustrated in Figure 6. Of the 30 121 junctions reported by ERANGE and not reported by TopHat, 15 689 (52%) fell within genes expressed below 5 RPKM and were likely missed due to lack of coverage. A further 3209 (10%) of the missed junctions had RPKM \( \geq 5.0 \) but had endpoints more than 20 000 bp apart. Filtering based on minor isoform fraction excluded 4560 (15%) junctions. TopHat detected several thousand known splice junctions that ERANGE excluded, presumably during its multiread ‘rescue’ phase, where it randomly assigns each spliced multiread to matched genes according to their relative expression levels. Of the 104 711 junctions reported by TopHat, 84 988 are listed among the UCSC gene models for \( M. \text{musculus} \), or 81.1%. The remaining 19 722 may represent novel junctions.

To assess TopHat’s ability to identify true junctions without reporting false positives, we simulated the results of Illumina short-read sequencing of alternatively spliced genes at several depths. The EMBL-EBI Alternative Splicing Transcript Database (ASTD) (Le Texier et al., 2006) contains 1295 transcripts from mouse chromosome 7. These were generated by the short-read simulator from Maq. The simulator computes an empirical distribution of read quality scores and uses these to generate sequencing errors in the reads it produces. We trained the simulator using the reads from the Mortazavi et al. study, so the sequencing error profile on simulated reads should be similar to the real reads. We generated simulated sequence from the ASTD transcripts, which contained 9879 splice junctions, at 1-, 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-fold coverage. TopHat’s junction predictions at each coverage level are summarized in Table 1. TopHat detected several thousand known splice junctions that ERANGE excluded, presumably during its multiread ‘rescue’ phase, where it randomly assigns each spliced multiread to matched genes according to their relative expression levels. Of the 104 711 junctions reported by TopHat, 84 988 are listed among the UCSC gene models for \( M. \text{musculus} \), or 81.1%. The remaining 19 722 may represent novel junctions.

For each gene, ERANGE reports the number of mapped reads per kilobase of exon per million mapped reads (RPKM), a measure of transcription activity. The authors characterize 15.0 and 25.0 as moderate and high levels of transcription, respectively. ERANGE reported 108 674 splice junctions in genes with positive RPKM, and 37 675 junctions in genes with RPKM \( \geq 15.0 \). TopHat reported 81.9% of the ERANGE junctions in genes above 15.0 RPKM, and 72.2% of all ERANGE junctions. Figure 4 shows how TopHat’s sensitivity in detecting junctions varies with the RPKM of the genes. An example of TopHat’s ability to detect junctions even in genes with very low RPKM is illustrated in Figure 6. Of the 30 121 junctions reported by ERANGE and not reported by TopHat, 15 689 (52%) fell within genes expressed below 5 RPKM and were likely missed due to lack of coverage. A further 3209 (10%) of the missed junctions had RPKM \( \geq 5.0 \) but had endpoints more than 20 000 bp apart. Filtering based on minor isoform fraction excluded 4560 (15%) junctions. TopHat detected several thousand known splice junctions that ERANGE excluded, presumably during its multiread ‘rescue’ phase, where it randomly assigns each spliced multiread to matched
All sequences in each of the three groups were 42 bp long, and TopHat junctions we searched for actually have high-quality hits to TopHat. The negative control consisted of random pairings of the TopHat. These junctions are almost certainly genuine, and because the mouse EST joined a pair of known exons. One example of a junction from the novel exons, 6077 joined a novel exon with a known one and 603 categories: junctions between two known exons, junctions between high-quality hits to mouse EST by dividing them into three not. High-quality BLAT hits for more than 11% of the junctions identified BLAT hits to the EST database. Randomly-generated junction sequences do not. High-quality BLAT hits for more than 11% of the junctions identified by TopHat suggest that the UCSC gene models for mouse are incomplete. These junctions are almost certainly genuine, and because the mouse EST database is not complete, 11% is only a lower bound on the specificity of TopHat.

at less than 5-fold coverage. TopHat reports few false positives even in deeply sequenced transcripts.

The UCSC gene models are relatively conservative, so we searched the GenBank mouse EST database using BLAT (Kent, 2002) for the previously unreported junctions. We also searched the database for known junctions and randomly generated junctions as positive and negative controls, respectively. The positive control group was drawn from the 205 151 junction sequences constructed by Mortazavi et al. as part of the ERANGE study. The second set consisted of previously unreported junction sequences reported by TopHat. The negative control consisted of random pairings of the left and right halves of junction sequences from the second group. All sequences in each of the three groups were 42bp long, and each group contained 1000 sequences chosen randomly. Figure 5 shows the distribution of E-values for each sequence’s best BLAST hit against the GenBank mouse EST database. As expected, nearly all of the known junctions are confirmed by high-quality hits to ESTs. Also expected is the lack of high-quality hits for sequences in the ‘random-pairing’ negative control. More than 11% of the 1000 TopHat junctions we searched for actually have high-quality hits to mouse ESTs. In total, 2543 of the 19 722 junctions not in UCSC gene models had hits to mouse ESTs with E-value < 1 x 10^-6.

We examined the previously unreported junctions that lacked high-quality hits to mouse EST by dividing them into three categories: junctions between two known exons, junctions between a known exon and a novel one and junctions between two novel exons. Of the 17719 junctions without EST hits, 10 499 joined novel exons, 6077 joined a novel exon with a known one and 603 joined a pair of known exons. One example of a junction from the second category is occurred in the ADP-ribosylation factor Arfgef1, which is important in vesicular trafficking (Morinaga et al., 1996). The junction in Figure 7 skips two of the gene’s 38 exons. TopHat reported several junctions in Arfgef1 that were previously unknown and indicates that Arfgef1 is alternatively spliced.

We also compared TopHat to a simple strategy based on de novo assembly of RNA-Seq reads. The advantage of such a strategy is that, like TopHat, no known junctions or gene models are needed. We ran the Velvet short-read assembler (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) (version 0.7.11 - k=21) on our RNA-Seq reads to produce 149 628 transcript contigs with N50 = 131. We then aligned these contigs back to the mouse reference genome using the spliced alignment program GMAP (Wu and Watanabe, 2005), one of the leading methods for alignment of ESTs and full-length cDNAs to genomic DNA. The sensitivity of the Velvet+GMAP method is shown in Figure 4. The method detects around 20% of all junctions reported by ERANGE. While the method detects around 40% of junctions in genes transcribed above an RPKM value of 25.0, its detection rate decreases as RPKM further increases. We speculate that many of these highly transcribed genes have several alternate isoforms, and that junctions in these genes may cause Velvet to break contigs at the transcript junctions shared by multiple isoforms.

The entire TopHat run took 21 h, 50 min on a 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon 5160 processor, using < 4 GB of RAM, a throughput of nearly 2.2 million reads per CPU hour.

4 DISCUSSION

In our comparison, TopHat reported more than 72% of all exon splice junctions captured by the ERANGE annotation-based analysis pipeline, including junctions from genes transcribed at around one transcript per cell. TopHat captured around 80% of splice junctions in more actively transcribed genes. More significant is its ability to detect novel splice junctions. While it is difficult to assess how many of TopHat’s 19 722 newly discovered junctions are genuine, TopHat’s alignment parameters for this run were quite strict: only exact matches were reported for splice junctions, and reads were required to have relatively long anchors on each side of the splice site. Close inspection of junctions strengthened the case that many are true splices. The TopHat pipeline processed an entire RNA-Seq run in less than a day on a single processor of a standard workstation. ERANGE is appropriate for high-quality measurement of gene expression in mammalian RNA-Seq projects, provided that a reliable annotation of exon-exon junctions is available. QPALMA can accurately align short reads across junctions without an annotation, but makes such substantial sacrifices in speed that it may not be practical for large mammalian projects. TopHat thus represents a significant advance over previous RNA-Seq splice detection methods, both in its performance and its ability to find junctions de novo.

The TopHat pipeline and its default parameter values are designed for detecting junctions even in genes transcribed at very low levels. However, the system may fail to detect junctions for a variety of reasons. The most common reason for missing a junction is that the transcript has very low sequencing coverage, in which case there might be no read that straddles the junction with sufficient sequence on each side. Junctions spanning very long introns or introns with non-canonical donor and acceptor sites (such as GC–AG introns) will also be missed. As discussed in Section 2, TopHat can
microexons. An additional mapping approach. We are confident that such methods will see great success in the near future. The current pipeline has no means of identifying regions that must be considered by a computational gene prediction sequence that must be considered by a computational gene prediction for those exons. This task is not without difficulty, since coding constraints between splices and reads can also be relaxed: longer introns and those with non-canonical donor and acceptors sites will also miss single-island junctions in islands with a low normalized depth of coverage. Single-island junctions can occur when the UTR of one isoform entirely overlaps an intron from another isoform, as illustrated in Figure 2. They may also occur when a transcript is incompletely processed. While several thousand known junctions were captured by TopHat but not reported by ERANGE, this merely reflects differences in the goal of the two programs. ERANGE is primarily meant to quantitate gene expression, while TopHat aims to identify junctions. For reads with multiple spliced alignments, ERANGE assigns each read to a single position, in order to increase the accuracy of its expression estimates. Were TopHat to do this, its sensitivity would suffer slightly.

In the nearer term, TopHat will aim to provide base-pair resolution exon annotations along with approximate quantitation of expression for those exons. This task is not without difficulty, since coding regions must still be distinguished from UTRs and non-coding RNAs. However, the resolution and economy of RNA-Seq in detecting transcribed regions dramatically reduces the amount of expression that must be considered by a computational gene prediction approach. We are confident that such methods will see great success in the near future. The current pipeline has no means of identifying microexons (shorter than a single read) because they will not be captured by the initial Bowtie mapping. An additional mapping phase using IUM reads should be able to capture many of these microexons.

5 SOFTWARE

TopHat is implemented in C++ and Python and runs on Linux and Mac OS X. It makes substantial use of previously described tools, including Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009), Maq (Li et al., 2008) and the SeqAn library (Döring et al., 2008).
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